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             DUAL!TY OF CUSP SrNGULARITIRS
                    By lku NAwwgRA
INTRODUCTXON
    Arnold introduced the notion of modality of an
isoiated singuiarkY Åqxcugh2y the numbex of vaodulO
and classitied isolatGd singularities oi srnamu rno-
dality. Zero-modal hypersurface isolated singulari-
ties are KXeinian singularÅ}ties Ans Dnt E6i E7 and
Es. Cne-modal ("nimoduiar) hypex$urface isoXated
singularities are simpXe elliptic singularities E6t
EN7r Es, 14 exceptionaX singularities and cusp singu-/
larities re wieh Åqk/p)ÅÄ(i/gÅr"ÅqYr)Åq2. Moreover
         pig,r
he reported that therde is a strange duality of the
14 exceptional singuXaritiesr which was rnade clearer
2ater by P&nkham [3]. The purpose of this nete is
to show that there are similar phenogiena fonc the re-
inaining umirnodular singularities. See [5],[Gl,[7].
gl THE STRANGE DUAUr[lrY OF ARNOmo
    We constder the Åíe}lowing garras S and S' of isc-
lated singuiarities at the origin$;
     s: x2z + y3 + z4 va o , s' : x3 + y8 + z2 -- o.
S and S' axe among the l4 exceptional unimodulay singu-
iarities. Let Åí= x2z + y3 + z4, g. x3 + y8 + z2.
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-1 I -1 Let St = f ( t), St ＝ヲ（七） (t戸 0). Then b2(st) = 10, 
b (S事｝ = 工4and there a玄ebases e • • • ,e and f ，・・
な七 工’ 10
f of H ( s , Zl ) and H ( S’ Zl ) such that their inter叩14 2 七 2 七’















We call therefore (3,3,4) and (2,3,9) the Gabrielov num-
bers of S and Sき andwrite Gab(S) = (3,3,4) etc. On the 
otニherhand we have resolutions of s and s• with excep叩
七ionalsets consisting of 4 nonsingular rational curves 
as below; 
I I i 四 l I I I 
where each line denotes a nonsingular rational curve, a 
nega七ivein七egerbeside it denotes the self intersection 
number of the curve. We call therefore (2,3,9) and (3, 
3,4) the Dolgatchev numbers of S and S' respectively and 
we write Dolg(S) = (2,3,9) e七c. So we have 
Gab(S) = Dolg(S’） , Dolg (S）措 Gab(S’）．
For a Dolga七chevtripエe (p,q，ど） of an excep七ionalsingu-
larity u we define /:,.(U）口 pqr『 pq-qr-rp. Then we have 
山 2ー
S&' 
Li (S) = Li (S’）． 
This is par七 of七hes七rangeduali七yof Arnoヱd.
§2 T AND T 3,4.,4 2,5,6 
We deno七eby T a germ of an isolated singular-p,q,r 
ity 
p •• q x . トy + z -xyz = 0 
at the origin. Here l/p + l/q + l/r < 1. We define 
deg(T ) = p+q+r, 土ndex( T ) 都 (p-1,q-l,r叩工｝，p,q,r p,q,r 
Li(T ) = pqr-pq叫 qr-rp. Let T = T , T* = T p,q,r 3,4,4 2,5,6・
Firs七 weresolve the singularities. Their excep七ional
sets in their minimal reso工u七ionsare cycles C 出 C工÷c2’
C* = ci+c2+c3 of nonsi珂叫arrational curves with self問
inteどsectionnumbers described below, 
T ラぐ T* 
cl c2 











By blowing up the former once we obtain a cycle c’ 
= c’÷C!+Cを ofnonsingular四七iona工curveswith ci2 ＝叩エ，工 2 3 
c22 = -4, c32担ー5where C2 and c3 are proper transforms 
of c1 and c2・ Nowwe define cycle(T) = (1,4,5) and 




index(T) = cycle(T*), cycle(T) index(T*). 
The second is 
deg(T）÷deg（す＊） = 24 
although it is still unclear why this is part of the dua 
li七y. The七hirdis 
ム｛つl') = Li (T*) . 
The in七ersec七ionmatrices of C and C* are 















? ?、 ? ， ，
? ?
?
????， ，?、 l l 
l -3 l 
l 1申 3
whose determinants are equal七o Li(T) or Li(T*) up to 
sign. Next we consider continued frac七ionexpansions. 
Le七 w= [ (3,4]]. By defini七ion
ω謂 3- 1 =3－－」一一叶3+1吉）／2.




Then l/w = [ (1,2，す万プす］ ] . Since ( 2, 3, 3) and ( 3, 2, 3) are 
iden七ifiedby七hecyclic permuta1ニionof the irreducible 
components Cj, we may identify (2,3,3) and (3,2,3). 
Conversely if we star七 wi七hw＊ 苫｛｛吉7言7す］］ for ins七ance,
then we obtain l/w会出［ fl,2,4;ヲJJ. This is the four七h
duali七Y of T and T*. Finally we reconsider the excep-
七ionals・e1ニ怒 inthe蕊inima工どesolutions. The cycles C 
and C* areぉo-calledfundamental divisors of the 
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singularities T and T脅. So we define Deg (T) ＝ーc2,
Deg(T*) ＝ー （C古） 2. Then Deg (T) = 3 and Deg (T*) = 2. The 
fifth duality is 
Deg(T) = the number of irreducible components of C*, 
Deg(T*) = the number of irreducible components of C. 
The duality shown above looks like the strange duality 
of Arnold very much ．工nfact (3,4,4) and (2,5,6) are 
Gabrielov and Dolgatchev numbers of one of the 14 excep-
tional singulari七ies. By interpre七ingthe above duality 
sui七ablywe can see a similar kind of duality for 
, T and I (in other words E , 2,3,6’2,4,4’3,3,3 2,2,2,2 
E E, D ). 
7’ 6 5 
§3 DUAL工TYTHEOREM 
Let I be a germ of an isolated singularity p,q,r,s 
P r x + w = yz , y + z = xw 
at the origin where p,q,r,s are integers ~ 2, at least 
one > 3. Let T = I . We define deg (T) = p+q+r+s, 
= p,q,r,s 
index(T) = (p,q,r,s), L'l(T) = pqrs - (p+r) (q+s). Le七~＇－
、ごー－－
be the exceptional set (the fundamental divisor) of T i~ 
minimal resolution of T. C is a cycle of rational 
2 curves. We define Deg(T) ＝ーC , length(T) = the number 
of irreducible components of C. We define length(T ) p,q,r 
in the same way. 
-5ー
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THEOREM 1. Let S be the set of all T and p,q,r 
TI wi七h leng乞h less than 5. Then there is a bi由p,q,r,s 
jection i of S onto itself such that for any T of S 
。） i(i(T））郡 T,
工） index(T) = cycle(i(T)), cycle{T) = index{i(T)), 
2) deg(T) イト deg (i (T)) = 24, 
3) ti (T) = ti ( i (T) ) I 
4) an assertion about con七inuedfraction expansions, 
5) Deg(T）臨 leng七h(i(T)), leng七h(T) = Deg ( i (T)) • 
By suitable extensions of the above definitions we ob岬
tニainDuali七YTheoreI毘 ofcusp singulariiユiesin七hegeneraヱ
case. We notice七hat書（S)= 38 and i (T ) = T p,q,r s a七，u
iff (p,q,r) and (s，七，u) are Gabrielov and Dolgatニchev
numbers of one of the exceptional singularities. 
§4 INOUお冊諸王RZEBRUCHSURFACES 
Le七 kbe a real quadra七icfield witュh ( ）・ tニhecon町
jugation, M a co派:pletemodule in K, i.e. a free module 
＋ in K of rank七WO. Le七 U (M) = ｛αEK；αM = M, et>O，α’＞O}, 
＋ 
V be a subgroup of む (M) of finite index. 工七 is known 
七hatu+ (M) is infini七ecyclic. Let H be the upper half 
plane {z旺a:;Im(z) > O}. Define the aciニionsof M and 
ひや（M) on a:x H by 
m : (z ，ぉ）
l’2 
















Le七 G(M,V) be七hegroup genera七edby the actions of M 
and V on E × H as above. The action of G(M,V) on a: x H 
is free and properly discon七inuousso that we have a 
quotient complex space X’（M, V) : = Q:xH/G (M, V) . By adding 
七0 x’（M,V) an ideal point oo called a cusp and endowing 
七heunion of 00 and X’（M,V) with a suitable topology and 
a suitable structure as a ringed space, we obtain a nor-
mal complex space X(M,V). Le七 wbe a real quadratic 
irra七ionali七Ywi七h w>l>w’＞ 0 . Let 1/ w = [ fl，・・，fh’
el，・・，ek]],and se七 w* = [ £e1，・・，ek]].
LEMMA 1. There exists (3 in K such七hat
ea’＝－1, euz ＋ ~w) ＝~ ＋ ~w*. 
Let M = 2Z + 2Z w, N = 2Z + 2Zw*. Then U+ (M) = U+ (N) • 
＋ 
Let V be a subgroup of U (M) of finite index. Let (zl'z2) 
出ld (w ,w ) be the coordinates of X (M, V) and X (N, V) with 
l’2 
cusps deleted respectively. Then by identifying them 
by the relation w1 = Sz1’w2 = a・z2’wecan form a com-
pact complex space Y = Y(M,V) wi七hcusp singularities. 
THEOREM 2 (Inoue [ 2] ) • The minimal mοdel S (M, V) of 
Y(M,V) has b1 = 1, b2 > 0 and no meromorphic func七ions
excep七 cons七ants.
We call S(M,V) an工noue-Hirzebruchsurface (associ-
ated with (M,V)) and Y (M, V) a singular工noue-Hirzebruch
surface (with two cusps). Le七 pand q be the cusps of 
-7 -
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X(M,V) and X(N,V) and we denote by the same p and q the 
cusps of Y = Y(M,V). 
We notice that any of T and IT is iso-p,q,r p,q,r,s 
rnorphic to (Y, p) for some M and V. If T (ES) is isomorphic 
to the germ of Y at p (Y,p), then i(T) is isomorphic to 
(Y ,q). And then ti (T) ＝非（thetorsion part of H1 (lR x H/ 
G(M,V) ,lZ)) where lRxH/G(M,V) is a subset of X(M,V) by 
the natural inclusion of ]Rx H into E×H. Since it is a 
subset of X(N,V) too，七hisexplains THEOREM 1 3). The 
relation between M and N is well described by the fol-
lowing 
望盟主之（KenjiUeno) There exists a totally posi-
tive y such七hatN = y(M＊）’ where M* = {xEK; tr (xy) E lZ 
for any y in M}, (M＊）’＝ {x’； X EM＊｝.工n particular 
X(N,V) is isomorphic七oX ( M＊）’，V). 
THEOREM 3. Assume七hat (Y,p) and (Y,q) belong to 
S. Then Def (Y) ( := the deforrna七ionfunc七orof Y) is non-
obstructed and Def (Y) = Def (Y, p) x Def (Y, q) , Y is smooth-
able by fla七 deforma七ion. Any smooth deformation of Y 
is a minimal K3 surface. 
THEOREM 4. Assume tha七（Y,p) and (Y,q) belong七o
S. Let z be Y with q resolved (i.e. with q replaced by 
a cycle C* of ra七ionalcurves). Then z is smoothable 
by flat deforrna七ionwith C* preserved. Any srnoo七h de-
formation z七 ofz with C* preserved is the projective 
-8 -
plane JP2 blown up along finitely many points lying on 
a rational cubic curve with a node and Kn (:=the cano-
-t 
nical line bundle of Z ) ＝ー C脅. Moreover H(Y,p) := 
t 
{ aE H2 ( zt, Z?. ) ; aCj = O for any irreducible componen七 Cj
of C*} has a Z?.-base in R(Y,p):= {aEH(Y,p): a2 = -2} 
whose intersection diagram (Dynkin diagram) is T_ p,q,r 
or IT corresponding to the type of the singularity p,q,r,s 
(YI p). 
The above two七heorernswere studied by J. Wahl and 
E. Looijenga too, but in more detail. 
By an elliptic deformation Z (or U._) of Z (or (Y, 
七七
p)) we mean a fibre of甘： Z+ D (or f: U + D) such that 
l ～ l ～ Z = Z (or U = (Y o)) and h ( Z C～） = 1 (or hふ（U , 
I － 七’ Zt 
Oη ） = 1) where Z (or U ) is七henonsingular model of u -t t -t 
Zt (or Ut) . 
THEOREM 5 There exists a proper fla七 familyf : * 
+ B such that ＊。＝ Z and f is versal for bo七h elliptic 
deforma七ionsof Z and ellip七icdeformations of (Y,p). 
Nonsingular models of * are surfaces with b1 ＝工 andt 
global spherical shells. 
For sirnplici七Ywe assume Deg(Y,p）よ 5.
THEOREM 5 (CONT工NUED) Define the”Dynkin diagram" 
-9 -
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of Z or (Y,p) as follows, 
T if index(Y,p) ( p-1, q-1 , r-1) p,q,r 
I if index(Y,p) = (p,q,r,s) p,g,r,s 
w p,q,r,s,t if index(Y,p) = (p,q,r,s,t) 
where index(Y,p) := cycle(Y,q) which is the sequence of 
(-1) times selfintersection numbers of the excep七ional 
rational curves. (See [6].) Then七hesingulari七iesof 
elliptic deformations H of z are in one to one coどre-
七
spondence with proper subd1agrams containing one of 
, I and W (in o七her2,3,6’2,4,4’3,3,3 2,2,2,2,2 l,1,1,1,l 
words E8’E7,E6,D5,A4）.工n particular the singularities 
of *t are simple elliptic singularities, cusp singular-







By THEOREM 4 there exists a proper flat family f 
Y -+ D such that Y。＝ Z (= a singular工noue-Hirzebruch
surface with one cusp) and Y （七戸0) is a rational sur-
t 
face. We notice七ha七 Z is by no means an algebraic 
surface ．工t is also remarkable七onotice 
-10 -
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THEOREM 6 (T. Oda [8]) There exists a proper flat 
family f ：渓＊ + D such that X＊謂 arational surface with 0 
a double curve and ** （七r!O) is a nonsinguヱarInoue-七
日irzebruchsurface. 
§5 COHN’S SUPPORT POLYGONS 
Let M be a comple1こemodule in a real quadra七ic
2 field K. We embed M into JR by the mapping x + (x,x・） . 
By七hismapping we identify M as a subset of 淑2. We 
時
define M＋：思｛xξM;x > 0, x霊＞ O}, M := {xεM; x > 0 I xき＞ 0} 
2 + -which we view as subse1ニsof JR • We let E (M) and E (M) 
+ -be the convex hulls of M and M respectively. Then 
＋ 
E-(M) is a convex se1ニboundedby infini七elym.：主nyline 
＋＋ 
se伊nentsconnecting七WOpoints of M-. Let aE-(M) be the 
士boundaどyof E (M) • We number 3E (M)n M consecutively. 
工fM = 1Z + ?Zw and w is a to七allypositive quadratic ir四
どa七ionalitニywith w ＞工〉 ω’＞ 0 (i.e. reduced), 1ニhenwe may 
assume aE+(M)nM = {nj; jE?Z }, <lE (M)nM = foj: jE?Z }, n0 
間
器 1,n1 詔 w,no = (w岬 l)/w*, n~1 = w四 1・ U+(M) acts on 
＋ ÷ イト -1-
M-theどeforeon aE-(M)nM. 善（n-(M）ηM mod U ・ (M) ) is 
finite. 
such tha七
Let Dec ＋ 
ーDec 
There exist positive integers aj and aj （よ 2)
= a.n., n＊ゃ n* = aきn~ (jξ7l ) j四 1 j÷1 j j j-1 j+l j J 
部｛｛0}, lR nj' JR nj-l 十 JR





＋－ Then evidently Dec and Dec are cone decompositions of 
lR＋× lR+ and lR＋× lR叩 respectively. By the general theory 
of torus embeddings we can construct complex algebraic 
岨－ -varie主ieslocally of fini七e七ypeTemb (Dec・) and Temb (Dec ) . 
The groups U＂＇ト（M) and v ac七 uponbo七h of them fどeelyand 
properly discontinuously. The quotient surfaces 
Temb(Dec士）／V are naturally minimal resolutions of (Y,p) 
and (Y,q) ( [8]) where Y = Y(M,V). By THEOREM 1 (or by 
definition in the general case) index(Y,p) = (aj ; j=l, 
・・，s) (= the represen七ativesof a寺 mod V) and index (Y ,q) 
j 
= (aj: j=l，・・，t) (= the represεntatives of aj mod V) 
if s三 3or t ~ 3 respec七ive工y.
§6 FOURIER-JACOBI SERIES 
Let X’（M,V) be the na七uralimage of H×H in X (M,V), 
x0(M,V) the union of X’（M,V) and the unique cusp of 
0 X(M,V). Clearly X (M,V) is an open neighborhood of七he
cusp 00. For a totally posi七ivem in M* we can define a 
convergent power seどiesFm(z1’z2) on x0(M,V) by 
Fm (zl’勺） = 2: .• exp(2吋（vmz1+v’m・z2)). 
VEV 
Let nj {j=l，…，s) be the representatives of 62: (M）ηM 
mod V. We no1ニicetha七 m三m決 modv implies F = F ＊・
Il Il 
On七heo七herhand THEOREM 1 says s 詔 Deg( (X (M, V) ,00)). 
Le七wbe a七0七allyposi七ive reduced quadrと:i.ticirrationa工ity
エー2-
6i 
(i.e. w>l>w’＞ 0 ) , M = 2Z + 2Zw. We define a 2Z homomor-
phism f of K onto K by f (x) = (x/ (w一ω’））’. This f induces 
ー＋a bijec七ionof M with (M*) where M会＝ M’／（ωー ω’）．
THEOREM 7-1 Assume s三 3. Then (X(M,V),00) is em-
bedded into a:s by F 安（j=l,
f(nj) 
THEOREM 7-2 Assume s = 2. Then (X(M,V) ,0) is em-
bedded in七o a:3 by F (j=-1/2,0,1) where n* =n* 
f(njl -1/2 -1 
+ no. 
THEOREM 7-3 Assume s = l. Then (X(M,V) ,0) is em-
bedded in七O a:3 by Ff (nキ） (j=-1/4,-1/2,-1) where n~112 = 
j 
n* + n*, n* = n’t + n*. -1 0 -1/4 -1/2 0 
THEOREM 7 was proved also by Ueno. 
The above choices of nキ inthe cases s = 1 and 2 j 
match the definitions of cycle (T) which seem to be rath-
er artificial. Let us check this by the example in §2. 
Let w = [ [ 3, 4] ] , w* = [ [ 3, 2, 3] ] , M = 2Z + 2Zw, N = 2Z 
+ 2Zw女， V = U+ (M). Then (X (M V) 0）ニ T and (X (N, V), 
f I - 3,4,4 
＋ー
o) = T . Temb(Dec ) and Temb(Dec ) are minimal re-2,5,6 
solutions of (X(M,V) ,oo) and (X(N,V) ,0) respec七ively.





















n~1 + ni = 3n~ 
no + n2 = 2ni 
ni + nj = 3n2 
n＊。’，n＊工，’n2
n2 + n~ = 3nj 
Let n =n + n . Then we have 2k四（1/2) 2k-l 2k 
= n , n + n = 4n n + n = 5 
-.l 0 情工／2 四工／2 1 0’ “0 3/2 J 1・
Recall cycle(T31414) = (1,4,5) and this was defined by 
blowing up once. By七hegeneral theory of torus embed叩
dings any equivarian七 blowing-upof Temb(Dec+) corre-
sponds to the subdivision of Dec+. Let f. = F 
j f (nj> 
(j=0,1,2), gj = F((w*-l)n・／（ω＊四ω＊’））’（j=-1/2,0, 1). 
j 
Then we can show that 
4 3 4 
fo÷fi"＇トf2-f0f1f2= formal power series o王 fo,f1,f2
(terms of主主出主主degreein some sense) 
2 5 6 
9-1;2+g()+g1－にエ；29091= fo認 ialp:部位罰riesof 丸エ／2'g0’丸
｛七ermぉ of主主出主主de9reein some sense). 
-14 由
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We notice that (a* a女 a*) = ( 3 2 3 ) and (a a ) = ( 3 , 4 ) 
0’1’2 ” 0’1 
so the triple defined newly is (1,4,5). Similar facts 
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